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Abstract. This article briefly mentions some selected options of current concept for identifying cyber attacks from the 
perspective of the new cyberspace of real system. In the cyberspace, there is defined n-dimensional abstract system 
containing elements of the spatial arrangement of partial system elements such as micro-environment of cyber systems 
surrounded by other suitably arranged corresponding noise space. This space is also gradually supplemented by a new 
image of dynamic processes in a discreet environment, and corresponding again to n-dimensional expression of time 
space defining existence and also the prediction for expected cyber attacksin the noise space. Noises are seen here as 
useful and necessary for modern information and communication technologies (e.g. in processes of applied cryptography 
in ICT) and then the so-called useless noises designed for initial (necessary) filtering of this highly aggressive 
environment and in future expectedly offensive background in cyber war (e.g. the destruction of unmanned means of an 
electromagnetic pulse, or for destruction of new safety barriers created on principles of electrostatic field or on other 
principles of modern physics, etc.).The key to these new options is the expression of abstract systems based on the 
models of microelements of cyber systems and their hierarchical concept in structure of n-dimensional system in given 
cyberspace. The aim of this article is to highlight the possible systemic expression of cyberspace of abstract system and 
possible identification in time-spatial expression of real environment (on microelements of cyber systems and their 
surroundings with noise characteristics and time dimension in dynamic of microelements’ own time and externaltime 
defined by real environment). The article was based on a partial task of faculty specific research. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Efforts for a description of the cyber attacks in modern information and communication technologies (ICT) and 
their applications in practice on the Internet and also in a large number of user applications on computer networks in 
electronic business, commerce, banking, government and public administration, etc. lead a number of major research 
centres in the world to work on collecting information about possible cyber attacks and their identification. 
Published experience and their importance to the war zone can be gradually used for numerous areas of civil 
sector and thus express in the field of technical and social systems new system-defined space in the development of 
applied cybernetics for the purposes of economic cybernetics towards a new conception of ICT in the new 
knowledge economy of the civilized world. 
An important part of the research methodology is theoretical and applied cybernetics. Essence of partial 
directions in solving specific research faculty is shown in (Fig.1). 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Modelling undertaken on the gradually developed model M - by suitable programming language on PC - allows 
to create by a new method of simulation modelling (Fig.2 and Fig.3) adaptable model of system S. The creation of 
the model M in purpose-defined environments and modelling environments is generally described in numerous 
publications and articles [1], [7] which is filled with erudite view amidst into a broader philosophical, psycho-social, 
economic and educational contexts embedded in European and world context with effectively linked control 
variables related mainly to social environment [2], [8] Modern possibilities of advanced artificial intelligence 
methods in integrative environment of cybernetics, [5], [6] describes the modern means of technical cybernetics and 
their modelling for system integration [3], [10] in the cyber environment [4], [9]. 
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FIGURE 1. System definition of cyberspace for expressing environment of research tasks. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. The Research’s Systemic Definition 
 
The solution basis of faculty specific research is systemic definition of new issue "Possibilities of Identifying 
Cyber Attack in Noisy Space of N-Dimensional Abstract System" and comprehensive approach to systemic 
expression in cyberspace by Fig. 1. 
 
 
FIGURE 2. System definition of solved problems of specific research. 
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The fundamental approach is to use options of proven "Systems Theory" (Bartalanfy, 1923) as the main tool for 
the design of future model of the real environment of system-defined research (Fig.2). The figure highlights 
identifiable (analyzed, recognizable) environment of abstractly conceived (general) system and its near surroundings 
expressed with incentives (inputs) I1, behaviour (reaction) On andimportant noise space, in which closenesscyber 
attacks are possible. 
 
 
B. Model Creation and a Newly Conceived Simulation Method for System Modelling 
 
The model creation of given transformation of the system S to model M (Fig. 1) is implemented by: 
• creation of database for n-dimensional abstract system: 
matrix of system elements expressing modules of elementary cybernetic systems according to Fig. 1. Each of 
these sub-matrixes form the core of the "cell" similar to the cellular structure of living organisms, 
flanging of the cell matrix is constructed as a "permeable and controlled" membrane ensuring contact with the 
immediate surroundings, 
another layer of the matrix are time internal and external parameters necessary for the description of the 
dynamics of the entire system and also for created modular sequences of model M, 
in the other parts are defined means for rescue and liquidation environment against identifiedattacks in noisy 
environments and it is represented by diagnostic matrix (similar to the protocols of  antivirus processes in ICT). 
• constructionof simulator for modelling: 
major point of the research is to design a cybernetic process in the simulator for modelling of adaptive program 
in the process of innovative steps leading towards applications training and learning of these future systems 
briefly expressed an adaptable process is shown in Fig. 3. 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 3.The principle of used simulation modelling. 
CONCLUSION 
Steps taken at the very beginning of the research focused on the analysis of existing systemically conceived 
possibilities of cyber attacks’ identification. By studying world information resources, we came to conclusion that 
the core of system integration in this field has to be particularly uniformed and adaptable state space expressed on 
the basis of the principles defined in theoretical materials of systems and cybernetics. 
The decisive moment of the research was the use of cyberspace. This space was expressed as a copy of possible 
bionic system with "cells" and a possible technical solution of a simple immune system same as in living organisms. 
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To make the existence of this cybernetic system happen, it was necessary to discuss an adaptive base security of 
identification process and diagnostic management of the project’s sensitive parts attacking. Also, there was a 
discussion about an adaptation of modules, for example by partial discharge of program structures (such as in living 
organisms after a surgery of cell tissues etc.). 
The contribution of this research was the design and implementation of the simulator’s part for the acquisition of 
real processes in real environment. The partial solutions that are currently being solved are highly complicated, but 
solvable. 
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